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Abstract
This article describes the details of the method designed to GHWHUPLQH SDUDPHWHUV RI YHKLFOH¶V LQWHUQDO
combustion engine with compression ignition (CI) during road tests. The method requires simultaneous
measurements for the crankshaft rotation frequency, fuel pressure in the injector, pressure in the combustion
chamber, air pressure and temperature in the intake system. More, this method utilizes possibilities of the
GPS navigation - all the received data is being synchronized with navigation data and saved to the database.
Fuel consumption was calculated using the original method based on processing the pressure data from inside
the cylinder alongside with the fuel injection parameters, previously received from the injection system and
engine tests in the laboratory. Obtained characteristics allow to perform detailed analysis for the engine¶V
single work cycle in the transient processes, which are the ELJJHVWSDUWRIHQJLQH¶VFRPPRQZRUNFRQGLWLRQV.
Measurements results received with help of the created experimental gear were used to determine CI engine
parameters. Those parameters may help in simulation of the engine work inside the vehicle, and could be
used in engine parameters optimization tasks.
Keywords: vehicle, diesel engine, measuring equipment, fuel consumption, cylinder pressure

BADANIE SILNIKA O ZS :7(ĝ&,E DROGOWYM
Streszczenie
: DUW\NXOH SU]HGVWDZLRQR V]F]HJyá\ PHWRG\ Z\]QDF]HQLD SDUDPHWUyZ RUD] FKDUDNWHU\VW\N VLOQLND R
]DSáRQLH VDPRF]\QQ\P =6  SRMD]GX SRGF]DV EDGDĔ GURJRZ\FK 0HWRGD ta polega na jednoczesnym
SRPLDU]H REURWyZ ZDáX NRUERZHJR FLĞQLHQLD SDOLZD ZH ZWU\VNLZDF]X FLĞQLHQLD Z NRPRU]H VSDODQLD
FLĞQLHQLD L WHPSHUDWXU\ SRZLHWU]D Z XNáDG]LH GRORWRZ\P 0HWRGD áąF]\ UyZQLHĪ V\VWHP QDZLJDFML *36 ]
NWyUHJR LQIRUPDFMD MHVW V\QFKURQL]RZDQD ] SR]RVWDá\PL GDQ\PL ] SRPLDUyZ L ZSLVDQD GR ZVSyOQHM ED]\
GDQ\FK=XĪ\FLHSDOLZD]RVWDáRRNUHĞORQHRU\JLQDOQąPHWRGąQDSRGVWDZLHSU]HWZDU]DQLDZDUWRĞFLFLĞQLHQLD
w cylindrze i wtrysku paliwa, wykorzystania rzeczywistych charakterystyk wtryskiwacza uzyskanych
SRGF]DV EDGDĔ ODERUDWRU\MQ\FK XNáDGX SDOLZRZHJR L VLOQLND 8]\VNDQH FKDUDNWHU\VW\NL ZWU\VNX SR]ZDODMą
V]F]HJyáRZR DQDOL]RZDü SRMHG\QF]\ F\NO SUDF\ VLOQLND Z SURFHVDFK SU]HMĞFLRZ\FK ] NWyU\FK SUDZLH
FDáNRZLFLH VNáDGD VLĊ SUDFD VLOQLND VDPRFKRGRZHJR :\QLNL SRPLDUyZ ]D SRPRFą RSUDFRZDQHM DSDUDWXU\
EDGDZF]HM]RVWDá\Z\NRU]\VWDQHGRZ\]QDF]HQLDSDUDPHWUyZVLOQLND=6:\]QDF]RQHSDUDPHWU\SR]ZROLá\
RGWZRU]\ü G]LDáDQLH VLOQLND SRGF]DV HNVSORDWDFML Z SRMHĨG]LH QDKDPRZQL VLOQLNRZHM G]LĊNL F]HPX PRĪQD
]RSW\PDOL]RZDüMHJRG]LDáDQLHMDNRMHGQRVWNLQDSĊGRZHMZVDPRFKRG]LH
6áRZDNOXF]RZHSRMD]GVLOQLNR]DSáRQLHVDPRF]\QQ\PDSDUDWXUDSRPLDURZD]XĪ\FLHSDOLZDFLĞQLHQLHZF\OLQGU]H

1. INTRODUCTION
During the road tests it is possible to perform
precise measurements of technical and ecological
engine parameters, to compare the engine with
another ones [1-6]. This experiment type could not
be fully replaced with mathematical modelling or
computer
simulation [7-9].
During such
experiments (apart from fuel consumption and
movement characteristics) it is possible to
determine required engine operation parameters and
based on that, to choose optimal engine control
parameters.
The method to determine working conditions of
WKH YHKLFOH¶V GLHVHO HQJine was created during the

road tests of the bus model RUTA-25d [10] (fig. 1)
with engine 4DTNA1 [11] DA10 series Diesel
Group (Ukraine).
Determination of actual engine parameters
ZKLOHLW¶VZRUNLQJLQVLGHDYHKLFOHLVSRVVLEOHRQO\
using original testing gear, which allows to write
movement parameters, fuel and air consumption,
pressure and temperature. Those measurements
received from the vehicle may be added to
LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH YHKLFOH¶V VSHHG DQG WKH
URDG¶VVXUIDFHFRQGLWLRQV
(IIHFWLYH HQJLQH¶V ZRrk and diagnostics are
possible only with electronic control systems
applied [12, 13]. It could be said, that modern
DXWRPRELOH LV OLNH ©ODERUDWRU\ RQ WKH ZKHHOVª
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There are specific road tests often being applied,
and during that tests it is possible to identify
indicator and effective engine parameters, and fuel
consumption [4, 6, 8, 14].

After performed tests on the laboratory stand
there were following actions applied to the engine
in order to adapt it to operation with RUTA-25d:
 the Sachs joint and original cooler actuator
pulley is used, as far as water pump and
generator actuators;
 at the front side of the engine Borg Warner
radiator fan with a viscous coupling is installed;

Fig. 1. Bus RUTA-25d

Literature sources contain description of the
methods to identify fuel consumption based on
HQHUJ\ FRQVXPSWLRQ LQ WKH PRYHPHQW DQG ©&EDODQFHª >14]. The first method allows to check
fuel consumption at constant load, but in the
transient processes it does not offer good result
quality. Fuel consumption check based on carbon
balance (C-balance) demands to measure separate
components amount into exhaust gases, which is
quite problematic and expensive outside of the
laboratory, on the road.
2. AIM AND SCOPE OF THE WORK
This work is aimed to prepare the set of the
methods which will help to identify technical and
exploitation engine parameters during D YHKLFOH¶V
road tests.
In order to achieve this target, it is vital to solve
following problems:
 to develop the method to mount 4DTNA1
engine in the RUTA 25d engine compartment,
which would also allow to use existing
components of the Cummins ISF 2.8s systems
[15] in the vehicle;
 to develop the mobile measurement system
which allows to check technical and economical
engine/vehicle parameters;
 to propose the method of fuel consumption
measurements based on single fuel injection
dose during the road tests;
 WR DQDO\VH WKH YHKLFOH¶V URDG WHVWV UHVXOWV
obtained with help of mobile measurement
system.
3. RESEARCH FACILITY
4DTNA1 engine was mounted instead of engine
Cummins ISF 2.8s, with support of standard fuel
system, cooling system, fuel system, intake and
exhaust systems, all the control and operation
systems (fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Assemblies and subassemblies on the
4DTNA1 engine for installation on the RUTA 25d
bus: 1 - power steering pump; 2 - brake system
vacuum support pump; 3 - starter; 4 - alternator; 5 engine cooling system pump; 6 ± fan

 the new turbocharger TKR 50.03.07 is installed
instead of TKR 5.5S-4;
 the brake booster system vacuum pump is
installed;
 the power steering pump is mounted on the
bracket;
 the new hood is installed under the engine;
 the new mechanism for changing the fuel
injection advance angle has been developed and
installed;
 to power the electrical system, a 66 Ah battery
is used, charged with an alternator with a power
of 1.12 kW and an electric starter with a
capacity of 2.1 kW.
To provide 4DTNA1 assembling inside the bus
engine compartment, following scope of work was
performed:
 IRXU  ɯ   QHZ KROHV LQ WKH YHKLFOH¶V VLGH
elements, rubber damper is being used there,
cooler is attached to the front mount of drive
unit;
 5 stage gearbox from GAZ is installed, the same
as being used in many GAZelle automobiles
equipped with ICE. Gear ratios shown in table
1;
 fuel system is upgraded in such way that new
joints and adapters allow to plug in fuel feeding
system from engine 4DTNA1;
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 cooling and heating systems were set up,
alongside with intake and exhaust systems - to
allow plugging in 4DTNA1 systems;
 automobile electrical system (fig. 3) was
adapted to join the 4DTNA1 engine using signal
converter, to allow data reading like crankshaft
rotation speed, antifreeze temperature and oil
pressure from standard indicators from the
dashboard. Because of standard data bus
RUTA-25 integration to the engine it is possible
to control glow plugs using microcontroller
from Cummins engine.
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calibration results from fuel system laboratory tests,
it is possible to calculate momentary fuel
consumption values.

Table 1. Gear ratio
Main gear
4,556

I

II

III

IV

V

R

4,050 2,340 1,395 1,000 0,849 3,510

Fig. 4. The boost pressure sensor is mounted
in the engine's intake system

Fig. 3. Information channels building diagram
in adapted electric system

4. METHOD OF MEASURING ENGINE
PARAMETERS
GPS system was used to control the travelled
distance with discretization frequency 1 sec, and
appropriate measurements accuracy was obtained
this way. During recorded data processing the data
from GPS was synchronizes and compared with
signal forms from data source sensors installed in
the engine.
According to common methodology the engine
additionally equipped with temperature and
pressure sensors for intake air (fig. 4), installed in
the intake collector. Measurements from these
sensors allow to estimate intake system work and to
evaluate momentary air flow to the cylinders.
Pressure sensor in the engine cylinder allows to
make measurements for compression pressure and
the info about mixture formation and fuel
combustion. For the purpose of the in-cylinder
pressure measurements special non-cooled AVL
sensor is being used, which is installed using
adapter for glow plug installation place (fig. 5).
Fuel injection parameters were controlled by
signal from fuel pressure sensor installed in the
injector (fig. 5). This signal makes possible to get
actual fuel injection start time and injection
pressure. Having pressure curve data and

Fig. 5. A fragment of the engine head with
mounted pressure sensors in the cylinders and
fuel pressure sensors

Current crankshaft position was determined by
signal generated in the processing module which
supplies data to the tachometer.
All these mentioned signal measurement
channels contained inside the measurement module,
including the sensors, signal amplifiers and
analogue-digital data converters.
According to created method, road tests include
following:
 linear vehicle speed measurements and
recording;
 fuel consumption evaluation;
 total and local fluctuations assessment;
 inner and outer noise level detection;
 exhaust gases structure measurements.
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Figure 6 shows measurement section diagram.
In part ȼVHFWLRQ$ZLWKOHQJWKm max vehicle
acceleration was measured, alongside with road
tests for imitated countryside driving. Tests
execution for the whole loop A-C-B-D gave
possibility to perform the test phase targeted to
exploitation fuel consumption measurements on the
road sections with constant vehicle speed.
5. MEASUREMENTS
Results shown on fig. 6-8, tables 2, 3 are
obtained using developed investigation methods
and show that it is possible to achieve the main
goal.
Max acceleration values recorded during the
tests (tab. 2) show that for all speed ranges typical
for city busses, diesel engine 4DTNA1 provides
double or triple high acceleration compared to
standard engine.

Figure 7 shows the example of values recorded
during max acceleration tests. Oscillograms 2-4
(fig.7) determine parameters of working processes
in the engine. Curve 5 which shows crankshaft
rotation frequency changes has been received
during test results processing.
Table 3. Comparison of the value of fuel output
Fuel consumption l/100 km
Road
Average
surface, type speed of
Cummins
of measuring movement, 4DTNA1 ISF 2.8s UMZ-4216
cycle
km/h
ZS
ZS
ZI LPG
Concrete.
Extra-urban
cycle.
Airport
Asphalt.
Mixed cycle
Asphalt. City
cycle

62,5

10,4

-

-

-

78,3

11,6

-

-

-

50,4

12,2

-

-

-

23,6

12,1

12,5

18,5 24,5

Table 2. Vehicle acceleration indicators
RUTA 25d with 4DTNA1 engine
Speed, km/h
0-20 20-40 40-60
Maximum acceleration of
1,3
1,15
1,1
the bus RUTA 25d, m/s2

Comparison of the fuel consumption (tab. 3) on
the RUTA busses equipped with different engines
consuming different fuel types showed 4DTNA1
engine advantages.

Fig. 7. Data collection window (bus moves with
maximum acceleration): 1 - crankshaft position
signal; 2 - boost pressure; 3 - air temperature in
the intake manifold; 4 - cylinder pressure;
5 - change of engine crankshaft speed

a)

In the same way, fuel consumption changes
shown on the fig. 9 are the consequences of
pressure data curves (pressure before the injectors)
processing, which allows to evaluate pressure drop
ǻ3 3f - Pc during injection time period
 ݍൌ ߤ݂ ή  ටʹൗߩ ή  οܲǡ

b)
Fig. 6. Test results registration in Google Earth:
A - section with a length of 2360 m; B - place
for determining the noise level, vibration and
smoke; A-C-B-D - ring length 4360 m; a) changes in the linear velocity value and changes
in the test track height in the acceleration
measurement section; b) changes in the linear
velocity and changes in the test track height
along the whole test loop

(1)

where q - fuel dose, ȝI - effective sprayer section in
the injector, ȡ - fuel density, ǻ3 - pressure drop, Pf pressure before the injector, Pc - pressure in the
combustion chamber.
The characteristics of the change in the effective
sprayer cross section for the injector of the tested
diesel engine were obtained during preliminary
laboratory tests [3].
The results of applying corresponding methods
for evaluating fuel consumption in the vehicle
acceleration is given on the figure 9.
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Fig. 9. The results of determining the fuel output
(Pf - fuel pressure, n - crankshaft rotation, q fuel expenditure)

a)

Measurements results received with help of the
created experimental gear were used to determine
CI engine parameters. And also in the identification
of the simulation model (Fig. 10, 11), created in the
AmeSIM program and used to determine the
characteristics of the object in various operating
conditions, optimize the design and adjusting
parameters of the engine, and also test the methods
for diagnosing diesel and other vehicle components.

b)
Fig. 8. Results of the development of the
pressure change in the cylinder: a) average
indicated pressure, b) maximum pressure
during combustion

Fuel output data (fig. 9) allows to conduct full
single work cycle analysis during transient
processes, which is almost totally means engine
work in the city traffic.

Fig. 11. Model validation results

Fig. 10. Bus simulation model
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CONCLUSIONS
The engine test object 4DTNA1 installed in the
RUTA25d bus compartment instead of the
Cummins ISF 2.8s diesel fuel elements fixing the
regular bus fuel system, engine cooling and cab
heating system, air filter and exhaust system, power
steering and vacuum brake system amplifier.
Proposed electric circuit mixed by a
combination established by the 4DTNA1 engine
speed sensor, coolant temperature and oil pressure
into the instrument panel through the block fitting
process.
A mobile measuring system was developed to
study the technical and economic performance of
the engine and vehicle. The complex allows the
measurement of pressure in the engine cylinder,
fuel injection pressure, boost air parameters. The
complex also includes a GPS navigation system,
from which the information was synchronized with
the data of other measurements and entered into the
common database ago, there is the possibility of
remote online data collection.
Fuel consumption was determined by the
original method described on the basis of the
processing of the characteristics of cylinder
pressure change and fuel injection. The accuracy of
the results was ensured by using the basic
characteristics obtained during laboratory tests of
the fuel system and the engine. The obtained
characteristics of the injection allow to analyse in
detail the single cycle of the engine work in the
transition processes, which almost entirely consists
of the work of the car engine.
The measurement results using the created
complex were used to determine the parameters of
the CI engine. The parameters determined allows to
reproduce the operation of the engine during
operation in the vehicle on the engine
dynamometer, thanks to which it can be optimized
as a drive unit in the car.
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